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B
iomarker analysis based on elec-
tronic readout has long been cited
as a path to integrated, chip-based

devices with cost and sensitivity appropri-

ate for clinical testing.1�4 The sensitivity of

electronic readout is, in principle, sufficient

to allow direct detection of small numbers

of analyte molecules with simple instru-

mentation. However, despite tremendous

advances in this area as well as related fields

working toward new diagnostics,1,5�17 no

multiplexed chip has yet shown direct elec-

tronic detection of biomarkers in clinical

samples. The challenges that have limited

the implementation of such devices prima-

rily stem from the difficulty of obtaining

very low detection limits in the presence of

high background levels present when com-

plex biological samples are assayed and

the challenge of generating multiplexed sys-

tems that are highly sensitive and specific.

Indeed, while nanowire, nanotube, and

carbon nanotube sensors have proven use-

ful as ultrasensitive detectors of biomole-

cules, they typically fall short of displaying

the requisite sensitivity, specificity, and multi-

plexing for clinical sample analysis. For ex-

ample, silicon nanowires used as field effect

transistors5,7,18 display impressive versatility in

the detection of a range of analytes includ-

ing nucleic acids, but low signal-to-

background has limited their use with hetero-

geneous sample mixtures. Another elegant

system relying on the use of networks of

metal nanoparticles interfacing metal

microleads11 exhibits a broad dynamic range

and good sequence selectivity but moderate

500 fM sensitivity and no reported perfor-

mance in heterogeneous samples. Carbon
nanotubes, used both as electrochemical de-
tectors and as field effect transistors,19,20 also
suffer from low sensitivities in the picomolar
range that would limit their use without enzy-
matic amplification. We recently reported
the direct detection of a class of cancer bio-
markers using electrodes based on tem-
plated gold nanowires.21 This approach pro-
vides femtomolar sensitivity, which is
sufficient for PCR-free clinical applications
based on 100 ng of RNA from tumor tissue.
However, the difficulty of multiplexing this
platform limits its use in the profiling of mul-
tiple markers and implementation as an ef-
fective cancer diagnostic system. Clearly,
more versatile and robust systems are
needed to expand the range of clinical diag-
nostic tools available.
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ABSTRACT The analysis of panels of nucleic acid biomarkers offers valuable diagnostic and prognostic

information for cancer management. A cost-effective, highly sensitive electronic chip would offer an ideal platform

for clinical biomarker readout and would have maximal utility if it was (i) multiplexed, enabling on-chip assays

of multiple biomarkers, and (ii) able to perform direct (PCR-free) readout of disease-related genes. Here we report

a chip onto which we integrate novel nanostructured microelectrodes and with which we directly detect cancer

biomarkers in heterogeneous biological samplesOboth cell extracts and tumor tissues. Coarse photolithographic

microfabrication defines a multiplexed sensing array; bottom-up fabrication of nanostructured microelectrodes

then provides sensing elements. We analyzed a panel of mRNA samples for prostate cancer related gene fusions

using the chip. We accurately identified gene fusions that correlate with aggressive prostate cancer and

distinguished these from fusions associated with slower-progressing forms of the disease. The multiplexed

nanostructured microelectrode integrated circuit reported herein provides direct, amplification-free, sample-to-

answer in under 1 h using the 10 ng of mRNA readily available in biopsy samples.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We sought to generate a nanomaterial-based plat-

form for ultrasensitive bioanalysis that is (i) highly ro-

bust and straightforward to fabricate, (ii) multiplexed

and scalable, and (iii) sensitive and specific when pre-

sented with heterogeneous biological samples. To sat-

isfy requirements (i) and (ii), we required a means of

achieving reproducible placement of each individual

sensing element using a scalable protocol. To address

requirement (iii), we sought to incorporate nanoscale

Figure 1. Fabrication of a nanostructured microelectrode (NME) chip. (A) Schematic illustration of a NME chip. A gold pat-
tern is deposited on a silicon wafer using conventional photolithography and is then covered with a layer of SiO2; 500 nm
openings are then etched through this top layer to expose a circular section of gold. (B) Time dependence of Pd NME elec-
trodeposition. The diameter and height of the NME as visualized with scanning electron microscopy (SEM) are controlled by
manipulating deposition time. In addition, cyclic voltammograms (CVs) for 3 mM Ru(NH3)6

3� demonstrate that larger elec-
trode area is obtained with longer electrodeposition time. Approximate apparent microelectrode diameters were calculated
from limiting current values. (C) Schematic illustrating steps involved in the sensing of specific sequences. NMEs are first
plated in the opening using electrodeposition. Then they are modified with thiol-derivatized probe sequences, and target se-
quences are hybridized. The presence of the target is transduced using an electrocatalytic reporter system.
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features into our sensing array. Prior work has illus-

trated the advantages of nanostructures for biomolecu-

lar sensing,6,22 consistent with the idea that the cap-

ture of biomolecular analytes can be rendered

inefficient when probe monolayers are immobilized on

bulk surfaces. The production of arrayed nanostruc-

tured sensing elements, however, can be labor-

intensive and prone to low reproducibility. Electron-

beam lithography provides the needed control over

nanoscale features and their placement; however, it is

Figure 2. Ultrasensitive nucleic acid detection using a NME chip. (A) Sequences used to evaluate NMEs for nucleic acids
sensing. The probe used in the studies is the complement to a portion of the type III fusion gene (seq. P1), and targets cor-
responded to the sequences shown for the two wild-type sequences and the fusion gene. The type I and type VI fusion se-
quences involve portions of the wild-type genes not shown but are listed for reference. (B) Cyclic voltammograms illustrat-
ing electrocatalytic signals before (dotted line) and after (solid line) hybridization with 100 fM cDNA target. The inset shows
the response of a sensor modified with the same probe to the same concentration of a noncomplementary sequence. (C) Con-
centration dependence of NME sensor response. Average �I values represent averages of over five trials, and standard er-
ror of trials is shown. (D) Differentiation of related sequences: a fully complementary target (T1) corresponding to the type
III gene fusion, half-complementary targets (T2 and T3) corresponding to the wild-type TMPRSS2 and ERG genes, and non-
complementary target (T4); 100 fM of DNA targets in 25 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7) and 25 mM NaCl was incubated at the
PNA-modified NMEs at 37 °C for 60 min.
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a serial technique not presently suited to low-cost, high-

volume chip production.

Our approach was instead to use cost-effective con-

ventional photolithography to position and address our

electrodes and then find a means to bring about, with

a high degree of reproducibility, the nanostructuring of

these microelectrodes. Figure 1A shows our 8-fold mul-

tiplexed chip. A 350 nm thick gold layer was patterned

on a silicon chip to create eight 5 �m wide Au wires at-

tached to large metal pads that would serve as exter-
nal contacts. SiO2 was then deposited as a passivating
layer and patterned to create apertures with 500 nm di-
ameters at the end of each of the Au wires. These open-
ings were created to serve as individual templates for
controlled, local growth of nanostructures. We then
used palladium electrodeposition to deposit metal in
the patterned apertures (Figure 1B). We found that we
were able to regulate the size of the nanostructures by
varying the deposition time. We were readily able to
confine the diameter of the structures to the ultramicro-
electrode regime (�10 u). Under conditions enabling
rapid metal deposition, the surfaces of the microelec-
trodes displayed a high level of nanostructuring, with
feature sizes of approximately 20 nm. This type of fine
nanostructuring is proposed to promote hybridization
by facilitating display of probe sequences on nanostruc-
tures with dimensions that approach those of biomole-
cules.23 These metal structures displayed ideal micro-
electrode behavior, exhibiting low capacitive currents
and high steady-state plateau currents (Figure 1B).

In order to make these nanostructured microelec-
trodes (NMEs) functional as nucleic acids biosensors,
we modified them with thiolated peptide�nucleic acid
(PNA) probes (Figure 1C). The use of PNA as a probe
molecule has been shown previously to increase the
sensitivity of biosensing assays24,25 and is particularly
advantageous in electrochemical assays because it pro-
duces lowered background currents. To transduce nu-
cleic acid hybridization into an electrical signal, we em-
ployed an electrocatalytic reporter system previously
developed by our laboratory.26 This reporter system re-
lies on the accumulation of Ru(NH3)6

3� at electrode sur-
faces when polyanionic species such as nucleic acids
bind and the catalysis of the reduction of Ru(III) via the
inclusion of Fe(CN)6

3�, which regenerates Ru(III) and al-
lows multiple reductions per metal center. When PNA-
modified NMEs were challenged with a complementary
sequence, detectable signal changes could be clearly
detected through the femtomolar concentration range
(Figure 2). Negligible signal changes were observed
with completely noncomplementary sequences.

The cancer biomarkers selected for analysis on this
platform are a group of gene fusions specific to pros-
tate cancer (Figure 2A). These fusions, resulting from a
chromosomal translocation that joins the ERG and TM-
PRSS2 genes, were recently discovered and appear in at
least 50% of prostate tumors.27,28 Furthermore, there
are �20 sequence types that feature different fusion
sites, and the exact type of fusion present in a tumor ap-
pears to correlate with its aggressiveness and meta-
static potential.29 These sequences are therefore not
only promising diagnostic markers but also factors with
prognostic value.

The discrimination of gene fusion sequences from
the half-complementary wild-type sequences was in-
vestigated with NME sensors modified with a probe

Figure 3. Kinetics of DNA hybridization at NMEs. Ru(III)/Fe(III) electro-
catalysis was used to monitor signal changes when PNA-modified
NMEs were incubated with 100 fM of DNA targets with different com-
plementarities. The hybridization signal for fully complementary tar-
gets continued to increase until reaching a plateau after 20 min, while
other targets with partial or no complementarity showed large initial
signals with attenuation of the signal over time. Hybridization per-
formed under the same conditions as those described in Figure 2. Data
fits are shown to illustrate general behavior of the time dependence
and do not represent a specific kinetic model.

Figure 4. Detection of a prostate-cancer-associated gene fusion in
VCaP RNA. RNA (10 ng) from VCaP (fusion positive) or DU145 cells (fu-
sion negative) was incubated with PNA probe-modified NMEs for 60
min at 37 °C. The VCaP RNA, when matched with an NME bearing a
probe complementary to the type III gene fusion (seq. P1), produced
a large change in signal (center plot), while if a type I probe (seq. P2)
was used instead, no change in signal was observed (left inset). The
DU145 RNA also did not produce an appreciable change in the elec-
tronic signal when incubated with a type III probe (right inset). These
controls verify that the hybridization observed with VCaP RNA and the
type III probe is specific.
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complementary to the splice site of the most common
type III fusion challenged with (1) the fusion target (seq.
T1), (2) the sequence corresponding to the wild-type
TMPRSS2 gene (seq. T2), and (3) a sequence corre-
sponding to the wild-type ERG gene (seq. T3) (Figure
2A,D). A completely noncomplementary control was
also assayed (seq. T4). With a hybridization time of 60
min, large signal increases were observed with the fully
complementary target, while a much lower signal
change was seen with the TMPRSS2 target. The ERG tar-
get produced an even lower signal change, and that ob-
served with the noncomplementary sequence was neg-
ligible. The TMPRSS2 target binds to the portion of the
probe located at the end of the sequence not attached
to the electrode, while the ERG target binds to the por-
tion of the probe located at the end tethered to the
electrode surface. The different signal levels observed
may indicate that the most accessible side of the probe
is better able to bind incoming target molecules, while
hybridization with the more buried part of the se-
quence is inefficient. In addition, the fact that the non-
complementary portion of T2 has higher homology to
the probe may also influence the higher background
level. A recent study conducted using this same plat-
form showed that it possesses the ability to discrimi-
nate sequences that differ by only a single nucleotide,30

verifying that the selectivity of the sensors is high, but
the length of the sequences under study here may
make it difficult to completely eliminate cross
hybridization.

To determine whether the hybridization of the dif-
ferent targets required the full 60 min time period orig-
inally tested for accurate readout, the electrocatalytic
signals were monitored at a variety of intervals within
the window originally tested (Figure 3). Interestingly,
the rise of the signals is very fast, with significant cur-
rent changes observed within 2 min. Over the total 60
min period, however, the signals for the half-
complementary and noncomplementary sequences
fall noticeably, with 20�50% of the 2 min signal vanish-
ing by 60 min. It appears that, for sequences that are
not fully complementary, some nonspecific binding oc-
curs in the first few minutes of exposure of the NME
sensor to the target solution, but these complexes do
not remain stable and do not remain immobilized on
the electrode. Thus, while noncomplementary se-
quences can be discriminated from complementary se-
quences with short hybridization times, longer times in-
crease the differential signal changes and thus the de-
gree of specificity.

The performance of these nanostructured micro-
electrodes as nucleic acid detectors indicated that the
patterned structures were indeed sensitive and specific
when used under appropriate hybridization condi-
tions. We therefore sought to prove that multiplexed
chip-based NMEs could be used to assay cancer biom-
arkers presented in heterogeneous biological samples.

To explore this capability, cell extracts and tumor

samples from prostate cancer patients were assessed

to determine whether the sensitivity and specificity of

the system was robust enough for clinical testing. We

first analyzed mRNA isolated from two prostate cancer

cell lines: VCaP and DU145 (Figure 4). The former cell

line is type III fusion positive, and the latter is fusion

negative.28 No appreciable signal changes occurred

when 10 ng of mRNA from the cell line that lacks this se-

quence was incubated with a NME displaying a probe

complementary to the type III fusion (seq. P1), while

large signal increases were observed in the presence

of 10 ng of mRNA from the cell line that does contain

the type III fusion. In addition, the modification of NMEs

with a probe complementary to a different fusion (seq.

P2) did not yield a significant signal with positive mRNA

sample. The detection of the fused gene is therefore

highly specific. These results are significant, as efficiency

in the use of sample (10 ng) and the total time re-

quired for analysis (less than 1.5 h) significantly im-

prove upon other detection methods such as fluores-

cence in situ hybridization (FISH) and sequencing.

The ultimate application of the NME chip is the di-

rect, multiplexed analysis of a panel of cancer biomark-

ers in relevant patient samples. To test the perfor-

Figure 5. Multiplexed profiling of prostate-cancer-related gene fu-
sions in clinical samples and cell lines. Patient samples and three cell
lines were analyzed for three different types of prostate-cancer-related
gene fusions: type I, type III, and type VI. Ten nanograms of mRNA iso-
lated from two tumor samples was tested, one that was positive for
the type I fusion, and one that was positive for the type III fusion. In ad-
dition, three cell lines were tested: VCaP (type III positive), NCI-H660
(type III and VI positive), and DU145 (fusion negative). Probes corre-
sponding to the splice sites of each fusion sequence (seq. P1, P2, and
P3) were immobilized on separate NMEs on a chip, along with a con-
trol (C), and electrocatalytic signals were collected after 60 min hybrid-
ization with RNA samples. The RNA solutions had a concentration of
1 ng/�L. Sequences that were also observed after PCR and direct se-
quencing are highlighted as black bars. The inset depicts an image of
the multiplexed chip used for the analysis, which had a type I, type III,
type VI, and control (C) probe immobilized on separate leads.
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mance of our device for this type of application, we
analyzed a panel of mRNA samples collected from cell
lines and clinical tumor samples for a series of gene fu-
sions (Figure 5). We obtained a group of samples that
would allow the detection of the three most common
types of prostate cancer gene fusions: type I, type III,
and type VI. Different clinical outcomes are associated
with these sequences, with type III fusions being the
most common but correlating with low cancer recur-
rence rates, whereas type I and VI fusions are correlated
with aggressive cancers with high levels of recurrence.29

It is therefore of great interest to be able to differenti-
ate these fusions in tumors, and a method that would
permit their presence or absence to be assessed quickly
and straightforwardly would be of value in their fur-
ther study and validation as diagnostic biomarkers.

Probes complementary to each of the three fusions
were deposited on their respective electrodes on NME
chips, and five different mRNA samples were profiled
for the presence of different gene fusions in a multi-
plexed format (Figure 5). Three cell lines were tested:
VCap (type III positive),28 NCI-H660 (type III and VI posi-
tive),31 and DU145 (fusion negative).28 In addition, two
tumor samples (tissues collected by radical prostatecto-
mies) were tested, one that was positive for the type I
fusion, and one that was positive for the type III fusion,
as confirmed by conventional sequencing. In each case,
all experiments took less than 2 h and required only
10 ng of mRNA. By analyzing the electrochemical sig-
nals collected at NMEs displaying different probes, we
ascertained, as seen in Figure 5, the identity of fused
genes present in each sample. For example, in the pa-
tient sample containing the type I fusion (as verified by
sequencing), the current values observed at each

probe-modified NME decreased in the following order:
I �� III � VI. In the patient sample containing the type III
fusion, the electronic signals again pointed to the cor-
rect identity of the fusion with probe III �� I � VI. These
results, and those obtained with DU145, VCaP, and
H660 cellular RNA, where electronic profiling correctly
called the absence or presence of gene fusions, indicate
that NME chips are able to profile these important
biomarkers in complex samples and to distinguish
biomarker profiles associated with different clinical
outcomes.

The detection platform described here is not only
specific, sensitive, and robust, but it is also practical
and scalable. The reproducible fabrication method we
chose is amenable to the production of probe-modified
chips using the same photolithographic technologies
in widespread use in consumer electronics microchip
fabrication, and only simple, inexpensive instrumenta-
tion is needed for readout. Microfluidics are not re-
quired for automated analysis, as hybridization can be
performed and read out in a single reaction vessel, as
shown in Figure 3. This system represents an attractive
alternative to PCR-based methods that are sensitive but
difficult to automate in a clinical setting.

In sum, the new multiplexed electrode platform we
describe here is the first to read directly a panel of can-
cer biomarkers in clinically relevant samples using elec-
tronic signals. The array enabling these measurements
features microelectrodes that possess controllable and
versatile nanotexturing essential for sensitivity. The sys-
tem combines these nanotextured electrodes with
rapid catalytic readout to achieve a long-standing goal:
the multiplexed analysis of cancer biomarkers using an
inexpensive and practical platform.

METHODS
Chip Fabrication. Chips were fabricated at the Canadian Photo-

nics Fabrication Center. Three inch silicon wafers were passi-
vated using a thick layer of thermally grown silicon dioxide. A
350 nm gold layer was deposited on the chip using electron-
beam-assisted gold evaporation. The gold film was patterned us-
ing standard photolithography and a lift-off process. A 500 nm
layer of insulating silicon dioxide was deposited using chemical
vapor deposition; 500 nm apertures were imprinted on the elec-
trodes using standard photolithography, and 2 mm � 2 mm
bond pads were exposed using standard photolithography.

Fabrication of Nanostructured Microelectrodes. Chips were cleaned
by rinsing in acetone, IPA, and DI water for 30 s and dried with
a flow of nitrogen. All electrodeposition was performed at room
temperature with a Bioanalytical Systems Epsilon potentiostat
with a three-electrode system featuring a Ag/AgCl reference
electrode and a platinum wire auxiliary electrode; 500 nm aper-
tures on the fabricated electrodes were used as the working elec-
trode and were contacted using the exposed bond pads. Palla-
dium NMEs were fabricated in a palladium bath containing 5 mM
solution of H2PdCl4 and 0.5 M HClO4 at �250 mV for 10 s using
DC potential amperometry.

Preparation and Purification of Oligonucleotides. All synthetic oligo-
nucleotides were stringently purified by reversed-phase HPLC.
The following probe and target sequences were used in experi-
ments. Seq. P1, type III fusion probe (PNA): NH2-Cys-Gly-ATA AGG

CTT CCT GCC GCG CT-CONH2. Seq. P2, type I fusion probe (PNA):
NH2-Cys-Gly-CTG GAA TAA CCT GCC GCG CT-CONH2. Seq. P3,
type VI fusion probe (PNA): NH2-Cys-Gly-ATA AGG CTT CTG AGT
TCA AA-CONH2. Seq. T1 (type III TMPRSS2:ERG fusion DNA tar-
get): 5=-AGC GCG GCA GGA AGC CTT AT-3=. Seq. T2 (WT TMPRSS2
DNA target): 5=-AGC GCG GCA GGT CAT ATT GA-3=. Seq. T3 (WT
ERG DNA target): 5=-TCA TAT CAA GGA AGC CTT AT-3=. Seq. T4
(noncomlementary DNA target): 5=-TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TTT TT-
3=. Oligonucleotides were quantitated by measuring absorbance
at 260 nm and ext coefficients calculated using http://www.
idtdna.com/analyzer/Applications/OligoAnalyzer/.

Modification of NMEs with PNA Probes. A solution containing 500
nM thiolated single-stranded PNA, 25 mM sodium phosphate
(pH 7), and 25 mM sodium chloride was heated at 50 °C for 10
min. A suitable amount of 10 mM MCH was then added to make
the final MCH concentration of 100 nM; 0.5�10 �L (depending
on the degree of multiplexing) of this mixture was deposited on
the NMEs in a dark humidity chamber overnight at 4 °C. The
NMEs were rinsed in 25 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7) and 25
mM NaCl buffer before measurements.

Electrochemical Measurements. Electrochemical signals were
measured in solutions containing 10 �M Ru(NH3)6

3�, 25 mM so-
dium phosphate (pH 7), 25 mM sodium chloride, and 4 mM
Fe(CN)6

3�. Differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) signals before
and after hybridization were measured using a potential step of
5 mV, pulse amplitude of 50 mV, pulse width of 50 ms, and a
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pulse period of 100 ms. Cyclic voltammetry signals before and af-
ter hybridization were collected with a scan rate of 100 mV/s.
Limiting reductive current (I) was quantified by subtracting the
background at 0 mV from the cathodic current at �300 mV in a
cyclic voltammetry signal. Signal changes corresponding to hy-
bridization were calculated as follows: �I 	 (Ids � Iss)/Iss � 100%
(ss 	 before hybridization, ds 	 after hybridization).

Hybridization Protocol. Hybridization solutions typically con-
tained target sequences in 25 mM sodium phosphate (pH 7)
and 25 mM NaCl. Electrodes were incubated at 37 °C in a humid-
ity chamber in the dark for 60 min and were washed exten-
sively with buffer before electrochemical analysis.

Isolation of mRNA. The mRNAs were extracted from cell lines
and patient tissue samples with the Dynabeads mRNA Direct
Kit (Invitrogen). Two typical prostate cancer tissue samples were
obtained from radical prostatectomies collected by from the Co-
operative Human Tissue Network. The tissue was stored at �85
°C until tumor-rich tissue was selected for mRNA extraction. The
concentrations of mRNA targets were measured by NanoDrop
ND-1000 of Thermo Fisher Scientific (USA). All of the fusion se-
quences were confirmed by RT-PCR and direct sequencing.

Kinetic Measurements of DNA Hybridization at NMEs. PNA (seq. 2)-
modified NMEs were prepared as described above. Rinsed NMEs
were immersed in a solution containing 10 �M Ru(NH3)6

3�, 4
mM Fe(CN)6

3�, 100 fM DNA target (seq. 4�7), 25 mM sodium
phosphate (pH 7), and 25 mM NaCl. The electrocatalytic CV sig-
nals were obtained as described above. All measurements were
performed at 37 °C.
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